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QUESTION 1

An instance is launched with a primary VNIC that is created during instance launch. Which two operations are true when
you add secondary VNICs to an existing instance? (Choose two.) 

A. You can remove the primary VNIC after the secondary VNIC\\'s attachment is complete. 

B. You can remove the secondary VNIC later if it is not needed. 

C. The primary and secondary VNIC association should be within the same Availability Domain. 

D. It is not possible to connect two VNICs to an instance. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/managingVNICs.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

You have provisioned an Autonomous Transaction Processing (ATP) database and logged into the ATP 

service console. 

What are three abilities that can be performed from this service console? (Choose three.) 

A. scale up/down the CPUs 

B. create ATP database users 

C. reset the admin password 

D. set resource management rules 

E. monitor database activity and SQL queries 

Correct Answer: CDE 

In ATP Service Console, 

In the activity screen allows you to perform some basic monitor database activity and SQL queries 
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In the administration screen allows you to perform some basic administration of the service, like reset the admin
password and set resource management rules 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing a shared storage solution for your company in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. The proposed storage
solution should allow users to create a hierarchical structure (similar to the directory structure in Linux or Windows
based systems). The solution should provide data encryption and a large amount of storage space. Which would be the
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best implementation strategy? 

A. Use block storage. Create and attach a large block storage volume to one compute instance. Assign a public IP to
the compute instance. Store data on the block storage and access it by connecting to the compute instance. 

B. Use object storage. Create a single namespace and multiple buckets to create the hierarchical directory structure. 

C. Use object storage. Create multiple namespaces with one bucket each. Make the buckets publicly accessible. 

D. Use file storage service. Create a file system and a mount target. Share the private IP of the mount target. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are an administrator with an application running in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The company has a fleet of
OCI compute virtual instances behind an load balancer. The load balancer backend set health check API is providing a
\\'Critical\\' level warning. You have confirmed that your application Is running healthy on the backend servers. What Is
the possible reason for this \\'Critical\\' warning? 

A. The load balancer listener is not configured correctly. 

B. The security list associated with the subnet In which the backend server is provisioned does not include the IP range
for the source of the health check requests. 

C. A user does not have correct Identity and Access Management (IAM) credentials on the backend servers. 

D. The route table associated with the subnet in which the backend server is provisioned does not include the route for
the OCI load balancer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an application deployed in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure running only in the Phoenix region. You were asked to
create a disaster recovery (DR) plan that will protect against the loss of critical dat 

A. The DR site must be at least 500 miles from your primary site and data transfer between the two sites must not
traverse the public Internet. Which is the recommended disaster recovery plan? 

B. Create a new virtual cloud network (VCN) in the Phoenix region and create a subnet in one availability domain (AD)
that is not currently being used by your production systems. Establish VCN peering between the production and DR
sites. 

C. Create a DR environment in Ashburn. Associate a DRG with the VCN in each region and create a remote peering
connection between the two VCNs. 

D. Create a DR environment in Ashburn and provision a FastConnect virtual circuit using DRG between the regions. 

E. Create a DR environment in Ashburn. Associate a dynamic routing gateway (DRG) with the VCN in each region and
configure an IPsec VPN connection between the two regions. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Remote VCN peering is the process of connecting two VCNs in different regions (but the same tenancy ). 

The peering allows the VCNs\\' resources to communicate using private IP addresses without routing the 

traffic over the internet or through your on-premises network. Without peering, a given VCN would need an 

internet gateway and public IP addresses for the instances that need to communicate with another VCN in 

a different region. 

At a high level, the Networking service components required for a remote peering include: 

-Two VCNs with non-overlapping CIDRs, in different regions that support remote peering. The VCNs must 

be in the same tenancy. 

-A dynamic routing gateway (DRG) attached to each VCN in the peering relationship. Your VCN already 

has a DRG if you\\'re using an IPSec VPN or an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect private virtual 

circuit. 

A remote peering connection (RPC) on each DRG in the peering relationship. 

A connection between those two RPCs. 

Supporting route rules to enable traffic to flow over the connection, and only to and from select subnets in 

the respective VCNs (if desired). 

Supporting security rules to control the types of traffic allowed to and from the instances in the subnets that 

need to communicate with the other VCN. 
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